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* Preface

I chose this thesis topic dealing with reconfigurable control

laws for two reasons. First, it is in the area of flight control

which is a sequence In my graduate studies. Second, it employs a new

theory which is understood by very few people, but which is extremely

important. This research was a continuation of work done by Captain

David Potts for the AFWAL/Flight Dynamics Laboratory (FDL).

This thesis revised the aircraft model developed by Captain Potts,

end then used output feedback to design a control law for the A-7D.

The technique used to design the control law was developed by Professor

Brian Porter at the University of Salford, England.

I want to thank all of the people who have helped me in my research,

especially Professor Porter, Professor D'Azzo, Professor Houpis, Captain

Silverthorn, and Captain Potts. These men gave me the necessary gid-

ance to understand and to complete this work.

I also wish to thank my sponsor, Mr. Duane Robertus, as well as

Lieutenant Robinson, for hor work in securing the needed material from

Professor Porter.

Randall N. Paschall
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Abstract

This thesis uses the design procedures developed by Professor

Porter at the University of Salford, England in an attempt to design

fa multivariable tracker control law for the A-7D Digitac II Aircraft.

Some of the limitations and problems associated with this design pro-

cedure are uncovered in this study.

A six-degree-of-freedom aircraft model is developed and is then

modified to a form that is required by the design procedure. The theory

* used for the design determines the necessary arrangement of the equations.

A tracker control law is first designed for one flight condition. Then

it is checked for robustness by applying' the control law at a different

flight condition and also by removing the rudder from the inputs. A

7 design computer program called MULTI is developed to perform the compu-

tations and simulations.

It is found that the design techniques developed by Professor

Porter are valid, but that they are not applicable to all systems. A

problim occurs when the inputs, as with an aircraft, are boutided.

Problems may also be encountered when the sensor and actuator models

are incorporated into the design. Therefore, for this study, the sensor

and actuator models are removed and approximated as unity.

More work is needed in this research to expand knowledge about the

selection of the adjustable parameters in order to develop a better

design and to more effectively utilize the basic design. Further work

xviL



to also needed to prefect the useability of the program MUJLTI. This

thesis provides a good stepping stone to a better understanding of

this design technique and its applicability.
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Design of a
Hultivariable Tracker Control Law
for the A-7D Digitac I! Aircraft

I. Introduction

As technology continues to advance, the use of digital flight

control systems on aircraft grows. Future aircraft will have the

normal set of primary control surfaces (ailerons, spoilers, flaps, and

horizontal stabilizers) split into independently controlled sections.

This thesis attempts to develop a tracker control law with the primary

surfaces split in this fashion, In order to learn the techniques for

r implementing the theory, the decision was made to recombine soene of the

surfaces in order to arrive at a model that was more manageable. The

resulting model has only one split surface (the horizontal stabliizer).

lackground

If had been recently suggested that it Is possible to design a direct

digital flight control system that offers nointeracting control of various

flight modes which allows the aircraft to maneuver in ways that are not

possible using conventional techniques. Bradshaw and Porter (Ref. 3)

have developed a synthesis method for this type of control which uses

fast-esmpling error-actuated digital control. The implementing equations

meossary to perform this design have been developed by Porter under



contract to the Air Force (Ref. 12). This thesis took these equations

and this theory and used them to investigate a flight control system

for the A-7D aircraft.

Problem

The object of this thesis is to develop a comprehensive aircraft

model for the A-7D aircraft and then to use Professor Porter's theory

to design a tracker control law. The result is a review of this new

design technique, and a commentary on its limitations, problem ateas,

and performance.

Scope

A tracker control law is designed in order to galn a complete under-

standing of Porter's methods. The resulting design is then checked for

robustness in tvo ways:

1. The control law is used at a different flight condition
to see how it responds over a wide range of parameter
changes.

.2. The rudder is made inoperative and the control law used
to see how this aircraft disability is handled.

Approach

This thesis is limited to an ivestigation of the theory developed

by Professor Porter (Ref. 4). The resulting design is not claimed to be

the best possible, but rather the best the this engineer could design in

2
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the time allowed. The design is checked for robustness, and the results

are discussed. The entire design process is done using an interactive

computer package called MULTI. MULTI has been developed by Captain Doug

Porter, Lieutenant Joseph Smyth, and this author. The progran utilizes

the equations developed by Professor Porter. The steps taken in completing

this thesis are:

1. Develop the necessary aircraft equations at three flight
conditions.

2. Develop the interactive computer software package MULTI
that performs the design and simulations.

3. Design a tracker control law using the appropriate method.

4. Check the resulting design for robustness.

Each step, by itself, could have been expanded into a separate

thesis. Since there are three possible approaches to the problem (see

Chapter III), step 3 proved to be very difficult. Numerous trials are

attempted before an acceptable design that works is finally reached.

Assumptions

The assumptions made in this thesis deal with the aircraft model,

and the aircraft operation. First, the aircraft is assumed to make only

smell perturbations about a trimmed straight and level flight condition.

Secondly, the aircraft equations of motion developed are in the stability

axis reference frame. Thirdly, the coefficients of the control derivatives

3
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are normally for a pair of control surfaces, are halved, given the

proper sign, and used whenever the control surface is split into two

independent sections.

Presentation

This thesis is composed of 7 chapters. Chapter 11 develops the

aircraft models and Appendix A provides the details and the equations

used. Chapter III presents the theory used for the design of the digital

control law. Three approaches are discussed, as well as when to use

each one. Chapter V discusses the development of the computer program

MULTI which is needed to compute the design and simulate the results.

The program handles all three design approaches. Chapter V describes

several approaches taken in an attempt to find an approach that produces

valid results. When more than one approach can be used, it is necessary

to find out which one is better and then to use that one. Chapter VI

discusses the results obtained. The results are collected in Appendix B

for easy location and viewing. Chapter VII presents the conclusions and

recnmenda t ions.

4



I. The Aircraft Models

Introduction

The model for the A-7D aircraft presented by Potts (Ref. 15) is

revised and a new model is developed. Using the same six degree-of-

freedom (D-O-F) aircraft model and the same approach as presented by

Potts (Ref. 15), a "modified"model is derived. The model considers

many control surfaces to be independent which are traditionally con-

sidered to act as one unit. For example, the horizontal stabilizer is

divided into two independent control surfaces, the right and left hori-

zontal stabilizers. A linear model is obtained by linearizing the non-

rinear six degree-of-freedom equations about a normal operating point.

After a revised model is generated for the first flight condition at 0.6

Mach at an altitude of 15,000 feet, two additional flight conditions arc

considered. Models are also developed for Mach numbers of 0.18 and 0.S a?

altitudes of 2,000 feet and 35,000 feet respectively. The model for 0.1

Mach is assumed to be a landing configuration. In this manner, the new

control laws are checked for robustness over a wide range of flight

I conditions.

Aircraft Description

The A-7D is a single seat, light attack aircraft with moderately

5
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swept wing and tail surfaces, and is powered by a single T741-A-1

engine (Ref.17). The describing data for the aircraft as found in

Reference 9 is given in Table 1.

TABLE I

A-7D Descriptive Data

Item Dimension Unit

Fuselage

Length 45.4 ft

Wing Area 375 ft2

Wing Mean
Geometric Chord 10.8 ft

Horizontal
Stabilizer Area 56.2 ft2

-Horizontal
Slab m.g.c. 6.1 ft

Distance from
0.25 Wing m.g.c.
to 0.25 Hori-
zontal Slab
M.g.c. 16.2 ft

Weight 25,238 lbs

6 -



System -Models

The models used to describe the A-7D at various flight conditions

are developed using the same 6 D-O-F aircraft equations given by Potts

in Reference 15. By using the same technique as Potts, control of

lateral motion is made possible by using a longitudinal control surface,

and control of longitudinal motion is made possible by using a lateral

control surface. This is essential for reconfiguration to be possible

after the loss of a primary control surface. The details of this technique

are found in Appendix A. The control surfaces that are considered as in-

put are the ailerons, the spoilers, the flaps, the rudder, and the hori-

zontal stabilizer. The ailerons, spoilers, and the horizontal stabilizer

are divided into separate individual control surfaces (right and left),

while the rudder and flaps are left as single inputs. In this manner there

are a total of 8 inputs considered. There are likewise 8 outputs. These

include the forward velocity u, the flight path angle r, the pitch rate q,

*the pitch angle 9, the roll rate p, the roll angle 0, and the yaw rate r.

The system Is square, that is, the number of inputs is equal to 0e nunmber

of outputs. By including the individual control surfaces, the equations of

motion are not decoupled to separately describe lateral and longitudinal

motion.

The stability derivatives that are needed in the equations of motion

are given in Appendix A. The derivatives that are not given in either

Reference I or Reference 9 are computed by conventional aerodynamic

7



techniques with the aid of a computer package called digital MTOOM

(Ref. 10).

Summar 7

This chapter gives a description of the A-7D aircraft and identifies

the control surfaces which are considered as inputs for the 6 D-O-F

models developed. Models for three flight conditions are developed with

0.6, 0.18, and 0.8 Mach at altitudes of 15,C00, 2,000 and 35,000 feet,

respectively. With the models developed, the next step is to present the

multivariable control theory by which the new control laws are designed.

8



III. Hultivariable Digital Control Theory

Introduction

The design techniques in this thesis for development of a tracker

control law use the theory developed by Professor Brian Porter (Ref. 3).

The concepts involved and the describing equations are presented in this

chapter. Only the digital approaches are discussed, although analog

control laws based on the same concept are possible. These techniques are

used to synthesize a sampled-data hybrid control system which consists of

a continuous-time plant and a digital controller that produces a control

input signal which is piece-wise constant-for each sampling period.

Professor Porter has developed three design procedures. All three

of the procedures are presented in this chapter. The procedure to use

is determined by the first markov parameter. The first markov parareter

is defined as the product CB and is discussed in this chapter.

Unknown Plant Design

In many cases, a state equation model is not available to describe

a system. If this is the case, the steady-state transfer function matrix

g(O) can be determined from off-line tests performed on the system (Ref. 13)

provided that the plant is stable. If the state equations are available,

then G(0) can be determined using Equation (I) for the system represented

by the continuous-time state and output equations, x Ax + Bu + Dd

and y - Cx + Du.

9
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S_(o) -C -c a~ (1)

where G(O) f R Ix m

In either case G(O)is the transfer function matrix G(>), as defined in

Equation (2), with 0 0, that is,

G.00 - S_.(I_ ) (2)

where n - number of states

In order for integral action to preserve stability, G(O) must have

rank equal to the number of outputs. This condition also requires that

the the number of outputs be less than or equal to the number of inputs

(1 • m). This procedure assumes that the eigenvalues of the open

loop plant matrix A C Rnx n lie in the open left half-plane (Ref. 12 ).

Digital error-actuated controllers are described by state and output

equations of the form (Ref.13 )

m~lx+~u d (3)
V+l "nxk +  uk k

Yk "Xk (4)

where

k  - x(kT) 6 Rn (state vector)

uk - u(kT) C. R" (control input vector)

yk - y(kT) C-IRj  (output vector)
dk , d(kt) E RP  (disturbance vector)

AN . exp (AT)

. ST exp (At) I dt

10



S exp (At) D dt
0

- c

In these equations T is the sampling period.

When error-actuated digital control is applied to plants described

by Equations (3) and (4), the proportional plus integral control law

equation that results is:

uk " CrT K ek + zk  (5)

where

ek - e(KT) R k I E. R (error vector)

vk = vk(KT) E R (command input vector)

zk " k(KT) E R (integral of error)

zk+l - zk + Tek

In Equation (5),btris a design parameter that determines the desired ratio

of proportional to integral action. E is a normalizing factor, and vk is

the coamand input vector. If o(r, T, and K are chosen so that all the

closed-loop eigenvalues lie within the digital unit disc, then im • - 0,

and set-point tracking occurs (Ref. 13). According to reference 13 the para-

meter K is determined by the relationship

GTG -_T )' (6)

where

G - C(O)

- diag yj, U2, . > 0

11



In Equation (6), i is a matrix that is used as an additional "tuning"

parameter for better results. Figure 1 is a block diagram for this

control scheme.

Reular Plants

Plants that are described by state and output equations

-A- x + .u (7)

* Cx (8)

can be transformed by use of a transformation matrix, if necessary, so

that the new state and output equations have the form

All Al2 17 K ](0
+ u (9)

El 2  (10)

12
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where

A11 Cc It(n-L) (n-)

A1 (n-R) x .

A 2 1 6 ex(-R

A2 2 G t

2  R

c1 6. z (n-e)

C2 E. I

x2  R

U R'a 6. Re

The first Markov parameter is defined as C2B2 for equations of this

form. If the rank of C - , then the plant is referred to as

"regular". For plants of this type, the governing control law equation

is (Ref. 3 )

u(kT) "! .,--e(kT) + -cPZ(kT)

were

lo RXz

14



~1 39

* (kT) i

a (kT) CR

For this control law, where e(kT) * v(kT) - y(kT)S the output vector

y(kT) tracks any constant coumand vector v(kT) (Ref. 3). The relation-

ship between K. and K1 is

K o - O<K; (12)

where O<is an adjustable design parameter. K is defined by the equation-O

_% "lKo ..  (13)

where

E diag~ j t (r,(rA
-1 < (l-j) <l

The closed-loop sYster respondu faster and has less interaction as T

is decreased (Ref. 3). For systems of this form, Equation (9))the

transmission zeros are the set derived from the relationship

ZT )"XnA '1 n~ TA11  + 12 cc1 2 14

The transmission zeros must lie within the unit disc for complete stability

as T -w 0. Transmission zeros that lie on the unit disc, or outside of it,

can cause instabilities. Also, if paths to transmission zeros cross into

15



unstable regions, there exists a range of T that produces

instability. For tracking to occur, all of the closd-loop poles must

lie within the unit disc. Figure I is also a block diagram for this

type of control scheme.

Irregular Plants

For high-performance systems described by Equation (9) and Equation

(10), if the first Harkov parameter C B has rank less than 1, then the

plant is said to be "irregular". It is assumed chat B is full rank in

such systems so that the rank deficiency is within the matrix E. If this

is the case, it is necessary to introduce a vector of extra measurements

V(t) (Ref. 4 ) such that

* Vw(t) - Cr 1. L ] (15)

where

Cx (n-A)

!2

The addition of the extra measurements changes the form of e(t) so that

e(t) * v(t) - W(t). 1l and F are defined by the equations
-2

F + H A (16)

!2 -C2 + M A12  (17)

In gquations (16) and (17), M is the transducer matrix of dimension

16
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Ax (6-1).

If the closed-loop system is assymptotically stable, Equation (9)

implies that I.A][::-,..,- [11 A,] rxl~
(18)

for constant command inputs, so that in steady state W(t) - y(t) (Ref. 4).

Therefore, in the steady state

tm e(kT) - lim v(kT) - W(kT) - 0 (19)

This ensures tracking of the command vector in steady state operation.

Proper choice of 14 "makes" the plant regular. This requires

that F2A2 have rank . Since B2 is assumed to have rank e at the start,
IM ie chosen so that (Ref. 4 ).

rank F - rank(C 2  + MA (20)

Once the plant is "made" regular by proper choice of H , the

governing control law is equation (11) where nov

- (K2.12) (21)

The transmission zeros are the set derived from the relationship

fZT h -I) In_ T -All + T A 2  F1  01 (22)

The same ideas that applied to regular plants apply to irregular plants

once M is chosen so as to "make" the irregular plant appear regular.

Figure 2 is a block diagram for this control scheme.

17
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Suarv

Thin chapter presents the three design concepts developed by Professor

Porter. For further details, the reader is encouraged to see the references

given in this chapter. The three catagories of plants are: unknown,

regular (rank .C_2 -, ), and irregular (rank C A ). The next chapter

presents the computer package developed to employ these concepts. Chapter

shows how the proper design procedure is chosen and applied.

I
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IV. Computer Program Development

Introduction

MULTI, an interactive, user-oriented computer program, is devel-

oped to design and simulate the control laws for unknown, regular, and

irregular plants. The computer program is written in FORTRAN V code.

It is developed along the lines of a computer package called PAK200

which was received from the University of Salford, Department of Aero-

nautical and Mechanical Engineering (Ref. 6 ). The program utilizes

digital theory as opposed to continuous methods. The MULTI computer

package contains approximately 40 options which give the user an inter-

active, iterative approach in the design and simulation of control laws

for linear, multivariable plants. The control law assures that the out-

put tracks the input and that disturbance rejection is accomplished.

This chapter relates the requirements that ate set for the pro-

gram, the program design emphasis, the constraints and problems

faced in the development of MULTI, and the actual program structure

of MULTI. A User's Manual for MULTI and a Programmer's Manual for MULTI

are found in Captain Doug Porter's thesis (Ref.14 ) along with a complete

listing of the program.

Program Requirements

The requirements for the computer program are set so that MULTI

can take full advantage of the techniques used in designing the

20



discrete-time tracking systems for linear multivariable plants.

These requirements include:

IL The computer package must be fully interactive, user-
oriented, and allow for an interactive design process.

2. The program must allow the user to input data from the
terminal keyboard or a data file and store pertinent
data in local files upon normal program termination.

3. The package should include design capability for unknown,
regular and irregular plants.

4. The package must be able to recognize when singular
matrices are formed and direct the user to apply an
alternate design technique.

5. The package must be able to form a measurement matrix from
terminal input.

6. The package must include a discrete-time simulation in
order to evaluate the control laws developed.

7. The package must include a plotting capability.

These requirements result in a software package that is very versatile.

Program Design Emphasis

When a computer program is divided into several modules, the content.

of each module and the interconnections between the modules can signi-

ficantly affect the operation and complexity of the resulting program.

Coupling and cohesion are two qualities that are used to check the over-

all design.

Coupling is the measure of the strength of the interconnections

between one module and another. It is essential that coupliag be kept
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at a minimum so that changes in one module do not severely affect the

other modules. When coupling is retained at a low level, the ease of

finding and correcting program bugs is enhanced and the program's life

is increased since quick modifications are made possible. Labeled

common blocks are used rather than blank common blocks so that the level

of coupling is reduced.

Cohesion is the degree of functional relatedness of processing

elements within a single module. It also has a direct effect on the

ability of a prograner to maintain and modify a program. A high level

of cohesion is desirable and is kept by putting only functionally re-

lated processes within each module.

In MULTI, the major functions of the program are directed to lower-

level modules. Every module is designed to use a minimum of memory core,

and every labeled comnon block is designed to hold only those elements

needed for a specific purpose. Through this type of design, MULTI is

able to use minimum computer memory core, have minimum coupling and retain

a high level of cohesion.

Desian Constraints

There are two main design constraints when developing a computer

program like MULTI. One, the computer language that is used, and

two, the availability of computer core memory that is allowed when using

an INTERCOM system.

FORTRAN V is chosen as the language for MULTI since it is the

22
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latest version of FORTRAN available on the ASD CYBER computer system.

Using FORTRAN V does not restrict the use of the ASD Library sub-

routines, even though they are coded in FORTRAN IV, since all are

readily compiled into the more powerful version.

Current interactive computer users are constrained to operate in

65K words of core memory, or less. Therefore, MULTI is designed to

operate within this restriction. The core memory restriction is met

through the modular design of the program.

Developmental Problems

The original program design is adopted from a computer package

called PAK200 which was written for controller design simulation at

the University of Salford, England. It was originally conveyed that

the development of a similar computer package, compatible with the ASD

CYBER computer, would merely involve the substitution of certain computa-

tional subroutines from the ASD Subroutines into PAK200. The MULTI

computer package is now a completely interactive design and simulation

tool for all three types of plants. The main body of the code from PAK

200 is entirely contained in one option of MULTI. Two subroutines, dealing

with the differential equation formation and the value of the output at

the end of each time increment, are also retained to provide compatibility

with the original sisualtion code.

MULTI's development faced several other problems. The use of the

FORTRAN V language presented a barrier which was not eliminated until
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several months into MULTI's design. This problem involved the use of

character statements, first available in FORTRAN V, which produced

sporadic errors during MULTI's many modifications. This problem is

known to FORTRAN V subscribers but not to its users.

The constant breakdown of computer operations is a big problem.

Just when it seems progress is being made, the ASD CYBER system would

go down. This caused the proposed time for program development to be

increased by as much as a month. This is a problem that should be

considered by anyone developing or modifying a program.

The final version of MULTI is the best that can be obtained by

control engineer prograuners within the time constraints imposed on the

development, testing, and simulation of a model, controller and computer

package for the newest techniques of the multivariable design of this

thesis. MULTI meets all the specific requirements as outlined above.

Program Structure

Since MULTI must be able to operate in 65K words of core mcory,

its program structure consists of a group of various modules. Information

between these modules is passed by using the data base concept of global

storage. To allow MULTI to be fully interactive, the program uses a very

simple Program Control Interface.

To reduce the amount of memory core required for operation, MULTI

has a structure consisting of several modules, called overlays. Each

overlay is an executable program and combines with all other overlays to
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form a complete functioning overlay structure. There is one main over-

lay in MULTI. The main overlay is an Executive Program directing the

actual functions of the program to 13 lover-level primary overlays.

This overlay structure is responsible for MULTI's operation within

the defined 65K memory core limit. The main overlay remains in executable

memory at all times. As each computational or functional requirement of

the program is needed, the overlay designed to perform that procedure is

loaded into executable memory behind the main overlay. When the procedure

is finished, the used overlay is saved, and the overlay needed for the

next procedure is loaded behind the main overlay.

Data information is passed between overlays in MULTI by the use of

labeled common blocks. If a program variable in an overlay is not listed

in a labeled common block, its value is not retained when the next over-

lay is loaded.

A complete description of overlays and how they are used in MULTI can

be found in the MULTI Programmer's Manual (Ref.14 )

MULTI uses three types of data storage methods which corprises its

data base. These three types of storage methods are: local storage,

global storage, and mass storage. Mass storage in MULTI entails only the

use of sequential-access files.

Local storage is the storage method which is used for program variables

that are needed only during the execution of a particular overlay. As

mentioned above, these locally stored variable values are lost when the

overlay is finished executing. MULTI has several matrices which are

generated during program execution whose values are destroyed when they
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are no longer needed.

Global storage is used for program variables whose element values

are required to be passed between overlays. All of MULTI's global

storage is accomplished using labeled common blocks. The variables

defined in each coamon block are purposely chosen to keep each over-

lay memory core requirement at a minimum, and still allow for the necessary

data transfer between overlay loading.

Sequential-access files are used in MULTI's external data input

functions and in MULTI's mass storage capability. A sequential-access,

data-input file can be built by any user for use with the program. The

specifics and proper formatting of these files is described in detail in

the user's manual (Ref. 14). MULTI automatically creates two separate

memory files when the user terminates program operation. A file called

"MMNO" is generated to hold all data describing the plant of interest,

and a file called "HEMI0" is created to hold all design parameters.

MULTI's interface design is similar to the interface found in TOTAL

(Ref. g ), but is not nearly as complex. All MULTI operations are con-

trolled by having the user choose various option numbers which correspond

to desired computational functions. Since there Is minimal input data

verification, the user must adhere strictly to the limitations noted in

various parts of the MULTI User's Manual. Every completed option sets

an internal "flag" allowing entry into other options. There is a definite

pattern for successful program operation which corresponds to a normal

design process. The program is designed to require the user to flow from

data input, to controller design, and then to simulation. Each part of
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the design can be re-accomplished interactively, but the user is not per-

mitted Co proceed In the flow until each preceeding design step is accom-

plished. All options are explained in the MULTI User's Manual. Data access

in MULTI is accomplished by program requests and by the use of a special

option number range. The user can view certain pertinent matrix combina-

tions and other data of interest responding affirmatively when the program

prints:

ENTER "0" TO OBTAIN DATA PRINTOUT
ENTER "1" TO SKIP DATA PRINTOUT...

In some cases, the data cannot be accessed again, since it is contained

on a local storage device, unless the user re-enters the same option with

the same plant data and design specifications.

The second method of data access is by the use of options having

the value of 100 or greater. If data has been entered using OPTION #1

the same data can be accessed for verification by using OPTION #101.

This method of data access is developed in the last few versions of the

program. The original in-line format of displaying data takes too much

time during the complete design process. The final data access method

allows for easy, selective data access.

After data access the user may determine that values are not entered

correctly, or for some reason need to be changed. The user can use one

of the two means to change the data. The option related to the data in

question can be re-entered or the user can terminate MULTI and edit the

program-created data files. This last means of changing data is of

27
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special interest when changing element values of the plant's A, B, C,

and D matrices.

The error detection and recovery aspects of MULTI are limited.

Since the main emphasis of the thesis was not originally perceived to

entail the complete design of a computer simulation package, MULTI's

design is not based upon the ability to protect the user from input

errors. MULTI is designed to alert a user, and recover, when program

flow is not in the proper order or when certain plant deficiencies

require the use of a certain controller design.

Input errors such as character entries for numerical data, and

vice versa, are all detected by the CYBER error detection capabilities.

In these cases the user is allowed to re-enter the proper information

and continue.

MULTI restricts the user to a 10 state, 10 input, 10 output system

with 2nd order actuators and sensors. Simultaneous simulations can be

run for up to two different sampling times while plots can be generated

which display up to four superimposed curves. When the user's request,

exceed these limitations, the entire MULTI program is aborted. It

is suggested that any MULTI user become completely familiar with the

user's guide for the program,

When MULTI is aborted the CYBER system relates the nature of

the error which causes the abnormal termination of the program. It

must be stated that MULTI is not as dynamic in its ability to receive

input data as other programs with which the user may be familiar (i.e.

TOTAL (Ref. 8 ), CESA (Ref. 7 )). At present, character inputs to
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display current matrix values or system design values are not available

except by requesting the proper option number. Also at present, enter-

Lag a "$" symbol, rather than actual data, to abort an option, is not

recognized unless specifically noted in the program instructions.

Sumary

This chapter discusses the development of the computer program MULTI.

The program structure, requirements, and design is presented so that the

reader can understand what is done, not necessarily how. The program has

areas that need improvement, but these can only be identified by user

involvement. The program should be modified before release so that it

performs as desired by control designers. Further details of the program

are contained in Captain Doug Porter's thesis (Ref.14 ) since he aided in

developing the package. The next chapter discusses the design that is

performed using MULTI*

2
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V. Design Approaches

Introduction

This chapter discusses the several approaches that are taken to

design the tracker control law. Since there are three design procedures

(see Chapter 111), the first thing that needs to be determined is the

design procedure to be used. Then, once the proper choice is made, the

design is performed using the program MULTI.

Looking at the model for Mach 0.6 at an altitude of 15,000 feet

(see Appendix A) it is obvious that the B matrix does not have full

rank. The first approach attempted is the use of the psuedoinverse of B

in conjunction with the regular design procedure to generate a control

law. The second attempt involves recombining some of the input surfaces

and re-arranging the equations so that they can be put in the form of

Equdtion (9) and Equation (10) in Chapter IMI. Once the equations are

in the necessary form, the unknown design procedure is attempted first.

Hcever, g(O) proves to be rank deficient so the regular design proceduire

is used since C7B 2 had rank - . The first choice of outputs leads to a

set of transmission zeros at the origin and an uncontrollable mode. A

second choice of outputs is selected with C2B2 rank deficient. Using the

irregular design procedure, a measurement matrix M is selected that places

the transmission zeros at -3. This gives a stable response and a control

law that responds to a desired input coumand vector. All of these attempts

are explained in detail in this chapter. The results of the final attempt
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are presented to show the resulting tracker control law.

Psuedoinverse Approach

The theory developed by Professor Porter considers only the case

for n> X(number of states > number of outputs). However, the model

presented in Appendix A has n - f If n -, then the B matrix is

equal to B2 since the number of zero rows above B2 (see Equation (9)-x2

Chapter I1) is equal to n -(. Also since _2 E R , the number of

inputs must equal the number of outputs to satisfy this condition. There-

fore, in order to maintain 8 inputs, 8 outputs are required. This

prevented the idea of measuring less outputs to place the B matrix in the

proper format. Also, if n -, , then the C matrix is equal to C2.

The first approach uses the fact that C2B, - C B and this

relation is used in conjunction with the regular design procedure.

Since C is chosen to have full rankthe use of a measurement matrix

is not needed. However, B is rank deficient so that O can not

be determined by the relationship
-l -' l -1-I

- (-22)) _ - (2!) B - E (23)

-l

This makes it necessary to use a psuedoinverse for _ . This

inverse is noted as B " . The psuedoinverse is not guaranteed to-p

have a unique solution.

When the B matrix psuedoinverse is obtained, the result Is a rank

deficient B 1 . There are two columns of zeros (fourth and'eighth).
-p
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Using the value of K obtained from Equation (23), and using

the original C and B matrices, Equation (24) can be used to see if

the original _ matrix can be obtained. The original 1 matrix used to

find K is - I. However, when Equation (24) is used. the

resulting matrix obtained using TOTAL (Ref. 8 ) is

0.996 0 0 0 0.2893 -0.023 0 0

0 1 0 -1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0.2213 -0.025 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CK0 0 0 0 0.9993 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0.3007 0.9982 0 0

0 0 0 0 0.047 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

This is not E that is used to find Ko. The problem lies in

the psuedoinverse of B. Therefore, the psuedoinverse approach is

deemed unacceptable. The next approach p'..s the state and output

equations into the form of Equations (9) and (10).

Recombined Input Surfaces

For the model preented in Appendix A, Equations (A-39) and (A-40)9

n - - m -L. The B matrix has tvo rows of zeros in it. These two rows
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of zeros come from the kinematic relationships

Q-q (25a)

- p (25b)

If the state equations are put in the form of Equation (9), the number

of outputs allowed is determined from the equation

n- number of rows of zero (26)

Since there are two rows of zeros and eight states, the number of

outputs needed is 6. Since the number of outputs must equal the number of

inputs, there can only be six inputs. Since there are eight inputs in the

development of the aircraft equations, some of the input surfaces must be

recombined. The surfaces that are split are the horizontal tail (S H), the

ailerons (Sa) and the spoilers (is).

The ailerons are combined so that 12 hAs full rank. If this surface

were left divided, there would be two columns in the B matrix that are

not independent. Combining the aileron input surface left the model with

7 inputs so that one other surface was recombined.

The spoilers are chosen to be the other surface to be recombined

for two reasons. First,the spoilers normally act as a unit, and second,

the horizontal tail Is used in another study as a split surface (Ref. 14).

With only six inputs, the state equations are re-arranged so that

the 3 matrix has the form shown in Equation (9). The resulting
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state equation matrices for Mach 0.6 at an altitude of 15,000 feet are

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

-32.2 0 -0.06006 -1.897 0 0 0 0

0 0 -0.000676 -1.006 1 0 0 0
A-

0 0 0.001362 -4.835 -34.08 0 0 0

0 0.05077 0 0 0 -0.01622 0.05106 -0.8776

0 0 0 0 0 -33.43 -2.443 0.7382

0 0 0 0 0 5.326 -8.1 -32.1

(27)

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 -7.55 -7.55 0 -2.78 -12.04

0 -0.0675 -0.0675 0 0.02268 0.2244
B -

0 -8.204 -8.204 0 -0.4132 -1.795

0.0454 0 0 -0.01132 0 0

1.053 0.7866 -0.7866 6.744 0 0.8808

-5.08 -0.0385 0.0385 0.4656 0 -0.0054

(28)
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x w

U.

C

q

p

r
(29)

.1

Sa

(30)

The B2 matrix has full rank (rank -Q) and a choice-of outputs

is ade so that C2 has rank - . The output vector chosen is
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u

q

r

p

(31)

This choice of outputs (where iY is the flight path angle) yields a C

matrix

1l 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
C -

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
(32)

The C2 matrix has full rank (rank o ) 8o the first procedure

used with this new model is the unknown design procedure.

Unknown Design

In trying to ise the unknown procedure, the primary criterion is
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that rank G(O) - . When the new model is entered into the computer

program, the resulting 2(0) matrix is

0 2.002 2.002 0 -0.3332 22.48

0 5422.0 5422.0 0 436.5 -1685.0

0 0 0 0 0 0
G(0) -

0.2781 0.1524 -0.1524 1.98 0 0.2203

-0.4829 0.01181 -0.01181 0.3447 0 0.02059

0 0 0 0 0 0

(33)

Clearly, the rank of G(O) is not equal to t. Therefore, the

unknown plant approach cannot be used. The next approach is to use the

regular design since rank C2B2 -X.

Resular Design

The regular design produces a K matrix according to Equation (13).-

The necessary criteria is that both C2. and B have rank - . This
-2

is the case for the outputs given in Equation (31). Also, it is necessary

that the transmission zeros of the plant be in the unit disc (or in the

left half s-plane). The location of the transmission zeros is given by

Equation (14). Using this equation, it is determined that the transmission

zeros lie on the unit disc; not inside of it. This corresponds to being
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at the origin in the s-plane. The result of this is that an uncontroll-

able mode ( namely the forward perturbation velocity u ) is present. The

reason the transmission zeros are on the unit disc is that the kinematic

parameters p and q are included in the outputs. Therefore, to obtain

a stable response, these outputs cannot be controlled. Removing them

makes -2 rank deficient so the necessary approach is to use the

irregular design.

Irregular Design

A new output vector is chosen so chat p and q are not included.

The resulting vector is

u
y-

r

34
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1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0

o 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0o 0 0 0 0 I 0 0C-
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

(35)

The C2 matrix in this case is rank deficient. Since the B matrix

Is not changed, B2 has full rank. This fits the form for the ir-

regular design.

The main objective of the irregular design is to choose a measure-

ment matrix 4 that makes the matrix C2 have full rank. The

measurement matrix M also determines the location of the transmission

zeros. It is necessary to place them within the unit disc ( or equiva-

lently in the left half s-plane). The measurement matrix must have the

4 same number of rows as C2 , and the number of columns in H is equal to

the number of rows in A1 2. For the case at hand, M must have dimension

6 x 2. The matrix C can be made to have full rank by placing elements in the
-

(3,3) position and the (6,5) position. Since the matrix A cannot be
-12

4i
changed, the M matrix must have elements in the (3,1) and (6,2) locations

p in order to make full rank. The chosen M matrix is
2
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o o
o 0

M0 0

0.25 0

0 0

0 0

0 0.25

(36)

The matrices F1 and F 2 are determined by using Equation (16)

and (17). Since A,, -2, 11 is equal to C for any choice of M.

For the M chosen, F2  'a

0 -1 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0

-2 0 0 0.25 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0.25 0

(37)

The location of the transmission zeros can be determined by applying

Equation (22). For a sampling period of 0.01 and for the H chosen, the

two transmission zeros are located at 0.96 (or -3 in the s-plane). This

location is accepted for this design. A different location might be
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better, and this needs to be investigated in future work.

A problem that has been observed by designers using high gain

techniques is that large inputs are required for "good" responses. For

aircraft applications, the inputs have physical limits that cannot be

exceeded. For instance, the spoilers cannot go negative, the flaps can-

not go positive, and the surface deflections cannot exceed a set angle

limit. Tracking simulations are used to adjust design parameters until

a design is achieved that does not exceed the aircraft's physical limits.

The limits assumed for this study are shown in Table I.

TABIE IX

Aircraft Surface Limits

SURFACE - LIMIT

Rudder + 30

Horizontal Tail + 300

Aileron 450

Spoiler 600

Flap 600
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The design is initiated with T - 0.01, o( - 2, -, and 7 -l.

it is determined that O r - 1 Is better than o( r - 2, and that E must be

0.1. The sampling period is satisfactory. The main parameter that has to

be adjusted is the I matrix. Tracking T produces inputs that are

too large by a factor of 10. Therefore, the first element of the

matrix is reduced by a factor of 10 from 1 to 0.1. Likewise, tracking

A', r, and # causes input problems so the corresponding Y matrix

elements have to be reduced. Figures 3 and 4 show input values obtained

tracking/ before and after adjusting the £ matrix element. Likewise,

Figures 5 and 6 show the adjustment needed for tracking r while Figures

7 and 8 show the adjustment needed when tracking %.
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After adjusting the design parameter so that the inputs are not

boundedthe final set of design parameters are

T - 0.01

o(,.- 1

, 0.1

and

0.1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 .0 0.001 0 0

0 0 0 0 0.01 0

0 0 0 0 0 0.001

(38)

The matrix Ko is computed using Equation (21). The K for this design-o

is

-0.1625E-02 0.1767E-03 -0.1185E-02 -0.3826E-02 -0.5443E-03 -0.1066E-04

0.7340E-01 -0.6928E-02 0.2528E-01 0.1062E+00 0.9722E-02 0.4446E-03

-0.7334E-01 0.9020E-02 -0.8172E-01 -0.1062E+00 -0.9722E-02 -0.4446E-03

S -0.6519E-02 0.7085E-03 -0.4753E-02 -0.2418E-01 -0.2183E-02 -0.4274E-04

0.3428E+00 -0.7893E-01 0.4034E+00 0.3999E-14 0.3661.E-15 0.1674E-16

-0.7919E-01 0.8606E-02 -0.5774E-01 -0.6333E-15 -0.5797E-16 -0.2651E-17
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A# a check on the validity of this K , Equation (21) is re-arranged

to solve for F. The resulting equation is

2 2 o K 0 (39)

The result of using Equation (39) is the F, matrix of Equation (38). This

is a necessary condition, but not a sufficient one to guarantee a good

design. The final tracker control law designed is

U(kT) - T _KK e(kT) + TE.K1 z(kT) (40)

where

T - 0.01

6 - 0.1

I °<'r : 1K 0 K1

The tracking responses and robustness of this control law is demon-

strated in Appendix B, and a discussion of these results is found in

Chapter VI.

Sumiary

This chapter presents the different design approaches taken to

develop a tracker control law for the A-7D aircraft. The design is

for the flight condition of Mach 0.6 at an altitude of 15,000 feet.

All design procedures are used, but the irregular approach proves to be
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the only one that gives reasonable design. The sensors and actuators

are not used in the simulation, and this is discussed in greater detail

in Chapter VI. Responses obtained for the final control law are in

Appendix B. All the designs are accomplished using the computer package

discussed in Chapter IV.
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VI. Results

Introduction

This chapter discusses the results of the tracker control law

designed in Chapter V. The simulation results obtained using this design

are in Appendix B. Each output variable is tracked by itself for a

total of six different tracking commands. In each case, the other five

outputs are commanded to zero. For example, when the flight path angle

is commanded, the command vector is

1

0
V=

0

0

0
0

(41)

In Equation (41), the tracked output is commanded to one unit, and

the other outputs are commanded to zero.

After showing the tracking responses of the control law, Appendix B

presents the robustness results. First, the control law is applied with-

out a rudder in the plant. Second, the control law is applied at another
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flight condition (Mach 0.18 at 2,000 feet). The robustness is discussed

in this chapter.

To conclude this chapter, the effect of changing design parameters

(eK r, T, e , .) is mentioned.

Tracking Responses

The final design presented in Chapter V does not track lateral flight

modes very well; if at all. The reason for this is the fact that the last

three elements of the Y matrix are mll. These values had to be made

small so that inputs do not exceed their physical limits. The end result

is that the control law designed in this thesis is a good longitudinal

tracker.

Looking at Figures B-7, B-20, and B-33 it can be seen that "good"

tracking is obtained for the longitudinal outputs. What is considered

"good" is determined solely by the designer. In all cases the inputs do

not exceed their assumed limits. However, some inputs appear to still be

growing at the end of the simulation. These inputs will stop increasing

when final steady state tracking is achieved. In one case the spoiler

is shown going negative and the flap positive. This can not be physi-

cally done, but a relation between the surface can be derived that

gives the same effect with opposite deflections. Therefore, this is

not considered a problem. The interaction achieved is reasonable. Inter-

action of 5. is obtained when tracking ( ( see Figures B-B thru B-12 ).
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The amount of interaction can be easily seen looking at Table 5 where the

peak mgnitudes of all the outputs are shown. By having essentially no

interaction, the system responds as if it is decoupled. The unit for the

inputs is degrees. The units for the outputs are:

1. For angles, the unit is degrees.

2. For rates, the unit is degrees per second.

3. For forward velocity, the unit is miles per hour.

TABLE 3

Figures of Merit for 2 Tracking

Figure of Merit Desired Value Achieved Value

t 3 sec 2.7
p

t s  3 sec 2.7

p 1.0 1.0
{p
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TABLE 4

Peak Inputs for I Tracking (in 3 sec)

Input Max Value Assumed Limit

-0.142 + 300Sr

7.4 + 300
SHr

-7.4 + 300

-0.658 45

34.5 + 600

i f -8.0 - 600

TABLE 5

Peak Output Values for Tracking

Output Peak Value

1.0

u 0.036

9 0.045

0.0

r 0.0
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u Trackins Responses

For the case when the forward perturbation velocity is tracked, the

comuand vector is ll

Looking at Figures B-13 thru B-24, it is seen that good tracking is again

possible. Table 6 shows the desired figures of merits and the achieved

values for the case of u tracking. Note that the desired values are

different for this tracking case because faster response is possible.

Table 7 gives the maximum input values needed for u tracking. Notice

that none of the inputs exceed their limits.

For this case the spoiler is shown going negative and the flap positive.

This can not be physically done, but a relationship between the surfaces

can be derived that gives the same effect with deflections in the opposite

directions. Therefore, this is not considered a big problem. Table 8

gives the maximum values of the outputs. By looking at this data, it is

seen that interaction of less than 1. is obtained when tracking u.
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TABLE 6

Figures of Merit for u Tracking

Figure of Merit Desired Value Achieved Value

tp 0.75 0.5

t s  1.5 1.3

M1p 1.15 1.07

TABLE 7

Peak Inputs for u Tracking (in 2 sec)

Inu

Input Max Value Assumed Limit

r 0.02 + 30'

Hr -0.735 .+300
'~r

0 .956 + 30o

Sa 0.075 
+ 450

-8.4 + 600

5f 0.913 - 600
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TABLE 8

Peak Output Values for u Tracking

Output Peak Value

Y2.8 E-4

u 1.07

o 3.2 E-5

,0.0

r 0.0

O 0.0

0 Tracking Responses

For tracking the pitch angle; the commnd vector is

Looking at Figures B-25 thru B-36 it is seen that the tracking for 0

is acceptable although not as good as for the other longitudinal modes.

Table 9 givej the desired figures of merit for 0 tracking along with the

achieved values. The figures of merit were achieved very well. Table 10

shows the maximum input values needed for 0 tracking. As in the other

cases, none of the assumed limits are exceeded, but the spoiler and flap
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try to go negative and positive respectively. However, they both cross

the zero point at the same time so that this problem could be avoided in

the same way it is for u tracking. The peak values of the outputs are

given in Table 11. Extreme interaction is obtained when tracking 0. This

is due to the physical relationship of output variables Y and u to 0.

When pitch angle 9 is commanded, there must be a slow down, and the air-

craft must have a small flight path angle. The only way to overcome this

is to introduce control surfaces like jet flaps, and possibly canards.

Physical reality causes the interaction; not bad designing.

When interpreting the meaning of the aileron input (S a ), it must be

remembered that positive a is when the right aileron is up and left

aileron is down. Just the opposite is true for negative a" This is the

case when the ailerons are considered as one input.

TABLE 9

Figures fo Merit for 9 Tracking

Figure of Merit Desired Value Achieved Value

t 2 1.9

to 2 1.9

Mp 1.15 1.10
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TABLE 10

Peak Inputs for 9 Tracking (in 2 sac)

Input Max Value Assumed Limit

Sr 0.17 _+ 300

SH -7.9 + 300
Hr

-8.0 _ 300

$a 0.69 . 450

-50 + 600

7.7 - 600

,Sf

TABLE 11

Peak Output Values for 9 Tracking

Output Peak Value

0.37

u -1.6

9 1.10

0.0

r 0.0

0.0
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Lateral Mode Tracking

The lateral modes do not track the command values because the last

three T matrix elements are so small. However, these cannot be in-

creased without exceeding the input physical limits (see Chapter V).

Table 12 gives the peak values of the outputs being tracked. None

of the lateral modes even come near the desired value of 1.

TABLE 12

Peak Lateral Mode Tracking Values

Output being Tracked Peak Value

k7.2 E-3

r 3.5 E-3

0 1.2 E-2

No Rudder Responses

The longitudinal tracking is maintained when the rudder is removed

as shown by looking at Figures B-73 thru B-89. However, this does not say

a lot for the design since the rudder has little input to longitudinal modes

anyway. Figures B-1 and B-13 demonstrate this fact. A better look at the
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capability of this design to handle a lost input as a disability is

presented in Reference 14. In Captain Porter's thesis, a horizontal

stabilizer unit is removed. This has a significant effect on the long-

itudinal modes. Table 13 gives the achieved figures of merit without a

rudder. Table 14 gives the maximum input values obtained, and Table 15

shows the interaction when the rudder is removed. All the results were

very good with the rudder disabled. The only real noticeable difference

is that the lateral modes are not zeroed out as well without the rudder

when tracking u. However, interaction is maintained at less than 1% for

this case.

TABLE 13

Figure of Merit without a Rudder

Figure of Merit Achieved Value Achieved Value
Tracking Y Tracking u

t 3 sec 0.5
P

t s  3 sec 1.3

Mp 1.0 1.07
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TABLE 14

Input Peak Values when Tracking without a Rudder

Input Max Value Max Value
Tracking Tracking u

H 7.4 -0.735
r

HL -7.4 0.956

Sa -6.6 7.5 E-2

Ss 34.6 -8.35

5f -8.0 0.91

TABLE 15

Peak Output Values Obtained without a Rudder Input

Output Peak Value Tracking Y Peak Value Tracking u

r 1.0 2.8 E-4

u 3.4 E-2 1.07

0 4.25 E-2 3.2 E-5

9 0.0 -4.3 E-4

r 0.0 2.0 E-3

0.0 1.5 E-3
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New Flight Condition

The tracker control law designed at the flight condition of Mach 0.6

and 15,000 feet is applied at a different flight condition; i.e. Mach 0.18

and 2,000 feet. In this way the control law is checked for robustness

when faced with changing parameters. The control law did not respond well

at all. In fact, all of the inputs exceeded their limits after about 1.5

seconds, and the commanded output grew unstable also. This trend is seen

in Figures B-90 thru B-96. This does not mean that the control theory does

not work, but rather that this is either a case the theory does not handle

or this is a poor design. A more robust design can probably result if the

design is done at the flight condition of Mach 0.18. The theory has been

shown effective on several other plants.

Parameter Effects

In doing the design, the effect of changing design parameters (c , T,

E, and T ) is noticed. T acts like a gain parameter since the control

law is proportioned to I/T or frequency. Fast sampling corresponds to a

small T and this acts like high gain. So the result is that decreasing

T speeds up the response. Likewise, increasing T slows down the system

performance. The parameter 0 r  is merely a direct change in the damping

ratio of the system. Increasingc r produces less damping, and decreasing

O r  gives more. The parameter E is a normalizing factor used to scalerf
the outputs down to the commanded value. For instance, with 1 = 1, the
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outputs for this thesis are on the order of 10. Therefore, E is set

equal to 0.1 so the outputs can track to a value of I and not 10. The

parameter I has diagonal elements that can be changed to change the

magnitude of inputs. Supposedly, if the fifth input exceeds a desired

magnitude, then the fifth E element can be adjusted to reduce the

magnitude. However, it is found in this thesis that if problems arise

with input magnitude with the fifth output; then the fifth element of the

E matrix is adjusted to compensate. This is shown clearly in Chapter V.

This is the reason that this matrix is referred to as an output weighting

matrix (Ref. 12).

Summary

The sensor and actuators are not used in the simulations because

acceptable responses can bot be achieved. The units are instead taken

out of the design process by approximating their transfer functions as

unity. This may be a reason that the program had difficulty with simu-

lations of more than four seconds. A good study on how to include the

sensor and actuator models is found in Joseph Smyth's thesis (Ref. 18).

This chapter discusses the tracking capability of the control law

designed In this thesis. The result is that longitudinal tracking is

possible, but not lateral. The robustness of the design is discussed.

The design is not robust when applied at another flight condition. Further

robustness checking of this type is found in Reference 14. The ability

of the design to handle a surface disability is discussed also. The dis-
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ability considered is the removal of the rudder. Since the rudder has

little effect en longitudinal motion, this disability is handled easily

by the longitudinal tracker. The final area presented in this chapter is

the effect of design parameters. That section may prove to be the most

valuable to future designers using this technique. The final chapter

presents the recommendation of the author for future work.
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VII. Conclusions and Recomendations

Conclusions

Although a control law that can track any of the six outputs is not

designed, a fairly good longitudinal tracker design is achieved. The

methods developed by Professor Porter are good in many cases, and have

been proven so on many examples. However, the irregular design technique

is actually a high gain approach to the problem. It has been noted by

several designers that often high gain control causes inputs to be too

large to be useful in aircraft applications. This is the problem encountered

in this thesis. When the design is adjusted so that inputs do not exceed

physical limits, the result is poor performance for lateral tracking.

Perhaps someone more experienced in this type of design can develop a

control law that performs better. As some engineers may describe it, this

requires more fine tuning. This thesis should provide a good starting

point for a better design.

It should also be kept in mind that the choice of outputs affects the

design. One choice of outputs places the transmission zeros on the digital

unit disc, and a measurement matrix can not be used to move them due to

uncontrollability. A second choice of outputs provides the capability to

choose a measurement matrix that can move the transmission zeros within the

unit disc. This is the choice used in this thesis design. A different choice

of outputs may prove even better.
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The theory does not appear to alloy for the case where the number of

states equals the number of inputs. This is the case when all primary

control surfaces are split into separate independent control surfaces.

Because of this, it is concluded that this is not a good approach to recon-

figurable control when the plant is like that found in Appendix A. Also,

the theory does not allow for rank deficiencies in the B matrix. This

prohibits the operation of the ailerons independently.

The best part ef the technique developed by Professor Porter is that

there is no discretization process required. As Professor Porter puts it,

the plant does not change just because digital control is being used.

Digital concepts are inherent in the design equations, but the plants used

are continuous. This makes the design process much easier to apply than

other techniques.

Recommendations

There are several areas that need to be investigated in the future.

The design should be performed at the flight condition of Mach 0.18 at an

altitude of 2,000 feet. Work has been done and it appears that a robust

tracker can be designed at this condition (Ref. 14). It may be possible

to design a more robust tracker around this condition. Also, a different

choice of outputs may prove to be better. A look at how different output

choices affect the design should be studied.

Since a longitudinal tracker is designed in this thesis, future
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research can concentrate on designing a lateral tracker. Then once a good

lateral tracker is designed, the two control laws can be combined into one

or stored separately in a digital computer. The latter would probably

prove to be easier to achieve.

Since the computer program is essential to design work, improvement

of MULTI should be performed. At present the program is not capable of

producing calcomp plots. This option needs to be corrected. Also, it is

desirable in many cases to slow down a system response by ramping or shaping

the inputs until they reach the step value. MULTI does not have the ability

to use ramped inputs. Only step inputs which are piecewise constant are

available. Software needs to be developed so that the designer has the

ability to use either ramped or step inputs.

The simulation package developed and used by Professor Porter uses a

Runge-Kutta solution of the differential equations. MULTI uses a library

routine called ODE (Ref. 11). It should be determined in future work if

using a Runge-Kutta routine can give better simulation results than ODE,

and if so, why. A final area of needed improvement in MULTI is to increase

the total time for a simulation. The simulation can not be run for more

than 4 seconds without running out of CP time. Whether, this is due to ill

conditioned equations, or whether it is a problem inherent in the program

could not be determined. Research in this area needs to be done so that

the simulation time can be increased.

While there is much work still to be done, the most important recom-

mendation is that this thesis be continued to gain a better understanding

of the problems associated with high-gain control theory and the program

MULTI.
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Appendix A

Introduction

This appendix presents three models of the A-7D using linearized

equations of motion. The linearized equations are used to derive the

continuous state space models needed in the design of the tracker

control law.

Equations of Motion

The lateral and longitudinal equations are developed with coupling

between axes accomplished by non-traditional control inputs. Control

derivatives not normally associated with either lateral or longitudinal

axes are derived as described in Reference 15. For example, Equation

(A-1) is a longitudinal dimensional control derivative produced by the

lateral rudder displacement and is proportional to the coupling coefficient

CD:
r

SiCD

Sr m (A- 1)

The linear equations assume:

1. The mass of the aircraft is constant.

2. The aircraft 'ody is rigid.

3. Perturbations from equilibrium are small.

4. The X, Y, and Z axes lie in the plane of sysmetry,, and the
origin of the axes is at the aircraft center of gravity.

5. Flow is quasi-steady.
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6. The earth is an inertial reference

7. Stability axes are used.

8. The aircraft flies in a straight and level trined flight
condition.

The equations of motion are developed using the inputs for the hori-

zontal tail ( S), the rudder ( r), the ailerons ( %a ) ' the flaps ( f),

and the spoilers ( s). The linearized longitudinal equations of motion are

as follows:

- -g 0 cos 0i + X U + X + X., + X+ X r

+s +  x f f (A-2)

X~~ ~ +Zq

U 1 Uq - g 0 sin 01 + Zu u + Z ,Cx + Zk 6( + Zq q

+ Z H + r~+ Z Z~ + Z Sf (A-3)

M u + M . ck + MqHr M 1

C<S + r Sr + MS a

+ M s o s  + M ff (A-4)

The lateral equation of motion are:

* - -Ulr + 0 CosQ 1  + Y ' + Yp + Yrr + Y

(A-6)

I z+ YS r-4 aS + Y + Y Sf
Zxz

- f + L/I + Lp p + Lr r + L H H + L Sr

+ L 5aS + L + L f f (A-7)
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lxz

p-- + Np + N Nr r + N, + N
lxx

+ N Ia + N Is + N If (A-8)
Sa ;a If

- p + rtan 91 (A-9)

Notice that by using separate control of the segments of the lateral

control surfaces (4r, ia )  it is possible to excite longitudinal motion.

This is developed later in this appendix. Also, note that the longitu-

dinal control surfaces f$H ' . ' ) can excite lateral motion.

Dimensional Control Derivative Equations

The equations for the longitudinal dimensional control derivatives

as given in Reference 16 are as follows:

X - -XC Di (A-10)

-x (CD + 2CD)
Xu

u1  (A-l11)

x -x (C, - (l) (A-12)

where X = qs/m

For the Z force inputs the equations are:

Z -ZCL (A-13)

-Z(CLu + 2CLI)Z u

U1  (A-14)
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Z -z (CL + CD1 ) (A-15)

where Z = sfm

For the moment inputs around the y axis, the equations are:

M, M tIC3  (A-16)

MU--M C u + 2C 1 )

U1 (A-17)

M -
14C3o (A-18)

M. IC-Co 2U1  (A- 19)

M M q

q 2U, (A- 20)

where 4 sE /I

The equations for the lateral control derivatives are:

Y YC (A-21)= Ys

Y -YC Y (A-22)

Y b CypY -p
2U, (A-23)

Y b Cyr
2U, 

(A-24)

where Y 4 is /m
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For the L and N moment inputs around the x and z axes, respectively,

the equations are as follows:

L LCI (A-25)

L LCie (A-26)

LbCjp

2U, (A-27)

LbCgrL m

2U1  (A-28)

N NCn (A-29)

N NC (A-30)

NbCn
N

P 2U 1  (A-31)

NbCnr
Nr w

2U 1  (A-32)

where N -sb / Izz and L 4 sb / Ixx

In all of these equations, . ' ' ' f

The data for use in these equations is given in Table A-i (Ref. I ).
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TABLE A- I

Aircraft Data at Different Mach Numbers

Mach 0.18 0.6 0.8 Units

Altitude 2,000 15,000 35,000 ft

Weight 25,338 25,338 25,338 lbs

Center of
gravity 28.71 7 28.71 28.71 7 % of M.g.c.

44.67 300.88 435.99 lbs / ft2

s 375 375 375 ft2

b 38.73 38.73 38.73 ft

C 10.84 10.84 10.84 ft

IXX 15,475 15,365 13,323 slug.ft
2

Iz73,697 79,005 79,005 slug~ft2

I 66,566 69,528 69,528 slug-ft
2

I -3870 -1664 -2046 slug-ft
2

xz
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Derivation of Non-Dimensional Control Derivatives

The control derivatives are found by using the following three

references: digital ITTC M (Ref. 10), A-7 Aerodynamic Data (Ref. 9),

and from Reference 1. The &TOOM program is used to find the non-dimen-

sional derivatives which are not available from other sources. At 0.8

Mach, some derivatives are interpolated from other flight condition data

with the assumption that a linear relationship with Mach numbers exists.

This is done only in cases where values can not be derived exactly. Table

A-T1 gives the derivatives for 0.18 Mach at an altitude of 2,000 feet

assuming a landing configuration. Table A-111 gives the derivatives for

0.6 Mach at an altitude of 15,000 feet for a cruise configuration. Table

A-IV gives the derivatives for 0.8 Mach at an altitude of 35,000 feet for

a cruise configuration. To find the needed control derivatives using

digital MTCOM (Ref. 10), the same equations and methods developed by Potts

(Ref. 15) are employed. Therefore, the reader is instructed to see Appendix

B of Reference 15. As a summary, Table A-V sumarizes all the equations

needed when using [kTCOM.

After finding the needed non-dimensional derivatives, the dimensional

control derivatives are found by using the equations of the previous section.

The dimensional control derivatives for the three flight conditions are

given in Tables A-VI, A-VII, and A-VIII.
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Continous State Space Model

The aircraft model has eight state variables and is normally

considered to have five control inputs. These are described in Table

O A-A.

TABLE A-DC

State Variables and Inputs

u perturbation forward velocity

C. perturbation angle of attack

A perturbation sideslip
T

A q perturbation pitch rate

T e perturbation pitch angle

E
p perturbation roll rate

r perturbation yaw rate

0 perturbation roll angle

horizontal stabilizer deflection

N Sr rudder deflection

P S a aileron deflection

U s spoiler deflection

T

S f flap deflection

The controls surfaces are split into left and right control surfaces

(with the exception of the rudder and flaps). In this manner a model can be
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developed with 8 inputs. With each state considered to be an output,

there exist 8 outputs and thus a square transfer function matrix is possible.

In order to derive a state space model, eight equations involving

the time derivatives of u, =C, q0 ,d * p, r, and 0 are required. They

can be obtained by using Equations (A-2) through (A-9) along with the

assumptions that:

1. X , ZjC, and Zq are zero

2. U1  constant and V1 M 0 a 1

3. Stability axes are used

4. 1 -o-It,

5. PImQ1 "P-1 "0

6. w-UloC and it - VIC

Using this procedure as outlined in Reference 15, the equations for 6,

c, 6, , ,and j can be put in the matrix form

x -Ax + Du (A-33)

where

i ,

q q

o 8
A - x - U

p s

r if
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x u C 0 -9 0 0 0

1u 0 0 0 0 0

(N + Nj) (PNt+ ) Nq 0 0 0 0 0

Am U1  U1

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 Yy [-p- jL
'SL L U1

I l I I
0~ 0 0 0

o 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

-ur - S-x$ xi

I ;/I

L.Z +L s

0 0 0 0 0

YUIYys Y, ul ;/ 1 !/

- - -~ -~ .- _________ --. L



vhere L 3

Ni NI + y Hi

L1  - *x
Izu2

I o . .

Ixx(Izz)

lx:

1 -
IX( Iz)

and i represents 0, p, r, H, Sr, gag gSa and Sf. The values of Li
I

and NL are given in Table A-X and Table A-XI.

TABLE A-X

B Matrix Roll Coefficients

0.18 Mach 0.6 Mach 0.8 Mach

L; -7.1425 -33.425 -69.24
1

Lp -1.98 -2.443 -1.834

Lr  0.8104 0.7382 0.6262

LSH -5.1416 -4.0445 0.7709

LSr 10.556 5.735 0.7708

LSa -33.178 -17.419 -2.5196

s 1.2769 1.858 0.2675

LS f 7.427 4.8184 0.89172
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?ABZ A-XI

B atrix Yaw Coefficients

0.18 Mach 0.6 Mach 0.8 Mach

N; 1.5614 5.326 9.6398

N -4.2536 8.10 6.492

N r -18.082 -32.184 -39.882

IN$ i  0. 02"4 0.0385 -0. 0034,

Nsr -9.166 -5.1952 -0.8534

Nsa -1.5712 -0.2328 -0.0333
I

0.0908 0.0997 0.0376
I

Nsf 0.0284 -0.0054 0.00452

I I I a I I

Note that the values for NS. , Nia, Ns, LSMH, L a, and LS are for the

right side control surfaces only.

If the control inputs are divided as mentioned previously, the

input U vector becomes:
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i v* - _ a

H

SaR

a L

R

L

If
(A-34)

where JR refers to the right horizontal stabilizer input and H- refers

to the left unit. The B matrix must also be changed and the split surfacei-

B matrix is

p -
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Using the state equations in the form

A - AX + e'U* (A-36)

and substituting the values given in this Appendixthe desired aircraft

models are constructed at the three flight conditions.

For the flight condition of 0.18 Mach at an altitude of 2,000 feet

(assuming a landing configuration) the A matrix is as follows:

-0.0068 -0.413 0 -32.2 0 0 0 0

-0.0002134 -0.4189 1 0 0 0 0 0

0.0008291 -0.0689 -16.552 0 0 0 0 0

A 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 -0.1528 0.1055 -0.7291 0.1613

0 0 0 0 -7.1425 -1.98 0.8104 0

0 0 0 0 1.5614 -4.2536 -18.082 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

U

q
e

where x -
p

r
V or - (A-37)
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The I strix for this cmndition is:.

-14.287 -14.287 0 0 0 -1.161 -1.161 -4.926

-0.328 -0.328 0 0.2386 -0.2386 0.0815 0.0815 -0.9573
S-4.774 -4.774 0 1.5685 -1.5"5 -0.1752 -.1752 -0.1186

b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0.2684 0.07634 -0.07634 0.003281 -0.003281 0

1.0796 -1.0796 2.3792 6.936 6.936 -0.2664 0.2664 1.558

-0.024 0.0244 -9.166 1.5712 1.5712 -0.0909 0.0909 0.0284

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

L

r where U*

I!
l °L

(A-38)

The sign couention euployed is: positive Sm. S8 L 9 end Sf is trailing

edge down; positive S r is trailing edge left; positive i is spoiler

up; positive S a itiling edge u.
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For the flight coudition of 0.6 Hach at an altitude of 15,000 feet

j (cruise configuration), the A matrix is as follows:

-0.06006 -1.8974 0 -32.2 0 0 0 0

-0.000676 -1.006 1 0 0 0 0 0

0.001362 -4.835 -34.078 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

A - 0 0 0 0 -0.01622 0.05106 -8.8776 0.05077

0 0 0 0 -33.426 -2."43 0.7382 0

0 0 0 0 5.326 -8.10 -32.184 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

u

q

e

where x

r

L - - (A-39)

The B matrix Is as follows:
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-7.55 -7.55 0 0 0 -1.39 -1.39 -12.04

-0.0675 -0.0675 0 0.0479 -0.0479 0.01134 0.01134 0.22"

-8.204 -8.204 0 2.151 -2.151 -0.2066 -0.2066 -1.795

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0.0454 0.00566 0.00566 0.00134 -0.00134 0

0.7866 -0.7866 1.0534 -3.372 -3.372 -0.3567 0.3567 0.8808

-0.0385 0.0385 -5.08 -0.2328 -0.2328 -0.0997 0.0997 -0.0054

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(A-40)

The final model is for a ffight condition of 0.8 Mach at an altitude

of 35,000 feet (cruise configuration). The A matrix for this condition

is as follows:

-0.2872 -46.418 0 -32.2 0 0 0 0

-0.0004927 -1.212 1 0 0 0 0 0

0.01378 -2.8197 -41.176 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
A,

0 0 0 0 -0.1945 0.04864 -0.893 0.0388

0 0 0 0 -69.24 -1,834 0.6262 0

0 0 0 0 9.6398 -6.492 -39.882 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

(A-419
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The a matrix for this flight condition is:

-1.034 -1.034 0 0 0 -0.461 -0.461 -2,0

-0.00816 -0.00816 0 0.00576 -0.00576 0.001927 0.001927 0.02825

-0.6034 -0.6034 0 0.15511 -0.15511 -0.00624 -0.00624 -0.34883

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0.00537 0.00074 -000074 0.000346 -0.000346 0

0.13002 0.13002 0.1484 -0.4239 0.4239 -0.0443 0.0443 0.15018

-0.0034 0.0034 -0.8534 -0.0333 0.0333 -0.0376 0.0376 0.00452

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(A-42)

To design a tracker control law, the output equation has the form

S Cx (A-43)

For this study the desired command input is:

0 -U

0 q

' v Mt

0 -6

0 of

0 "p

0

0 -

~(Au)
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where ?is the flight path angle. The C matrix for Squation (A-42) is:

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 -1 0 1 0 0 0 0

o 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Cm 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

o 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

o 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

(A-45)

F In this way there are eight outputs.

Sensors and Actuators

A physical plant must have some means of sensing outputs and a means

to move, or actuate, control surfaces. For the A-7D the actuators are

servos that can be approximated by a first order lag as given in Reference

1. The transfer function of this servo is:

S 20

aS 8420 (A-46)

where $ is the deflection of the control surface (output),* and ea is the

voltage to the servo (input); so* Figure A-1.
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20_
S +20

Figure A-I A-7D Servo Block Diagram

If the transfer function is written in state space form., the actuator

equation becomes

,, -20 + 20 e (A-47)

Y - (A-48)

Comparing this to the standard state space format it is evident that for

the actuators:

A - -20

B - 20

C I

De 0

To measure the output vector y , three types of sensors are assumed.

An accelerometer can be used to measure perturbation forward velocity (u).

The describing equation for this case, found in Reference 5 is:

41 -WiVI + R (A-49)

where Ri is the inertial acceleration, V1  is the inertial velocity
and V i s1 the rotation of the body with respect to inertial space (earth).

If straight and level flight is assumed, then Vi - 0 and Equation (A-48)

becomes simply:

i " (A-SO)j 98
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State velocity is the desired output, the output equation can be written as:

ii y - Vi (h-5i)

From Equation (A-49) and (A-50) it can be seen that for the accelerometer

that

A -0

i I

C-

D 0

To measure angles, an integrating gyro can be used. The transfer

function is:

A x
Vi S + 2XrS

S ___________+___I

gpn . j + 1 (A-52)

The integrating gyro can be used to measure ,a, G, oe, 0, and/or V.

Typical values of R, K, Vn, and ot as given in Reference 2 are:

R - 10e gm .c 2/sec

K " 3.03 x 10 5  a Gcm2/sec

n - 94.25 rad/sec

(in 0.78

Using these values, the transfer function can be written in state

* variable form as:

Ag + 147.015 A + 8883.063 A - 293.141 Vi (A-54)

-Og
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Letting As 1, and A5  X2 ,Equation (A-52) can be written as:

E"83106 -147.01] Ex 2 93.14] L:V A-4

Since A is the desired angle output, the output equation can be written as:
9

[1 0] [XI](A -55)

Trom Equations (A-53) and (A-54) it can be seen that for the integrating

gyro:

A-
-883.063 -147.01

EI93.4]
D 0

Rate Syro can be used to measure the rate output. The rate gyro can

measure q, p, and r. The transfer function of the rate gyro is given

in Reference 2 as:
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AS YCD
Wi S DA S + 1)

CD

(A-56)

Typcial values of H, CD, and 'DA as given in Reference 2 are:

H - 104  . c 2 /s.ec
IFD 

5x103 gmn-cm2/sec

IDA- 34 g . cm2

With these values, the transfer function can be written as:

SA 294.118

S_ . - " _____________________

Wi S2 + 147.059 S
(A -57)

Iis can be written in phase variable form as:

L~j m 0 -147.05 2 9:.18]8 W

(A-S)

where

A- x

Since A is the desired output, the output equation is the same as
g

Equation (A-54). From Equations (A-57) and (A-54) it is evident that for

the rate gyro:
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Am [ -147.0591

t290.11i]

D0]
D0
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Appendix B

Simulation Results
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I • '-:.,3-. . X, +

I A . "-' I
-3. JA I . 3+.l , ,' +

Time (sac)

Figure 5-8 u Response fot Tracking
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, ,, m,. ,II. =s I1

3, 'O49d4,:-021 ;,

SI 2" ,1

3.2%ALC-o2-+ .*.,+

2.142K-02--+ +

+
I. 271,:-02-- -i

I
7. 2o--02-- A.. , +

I AtU
,, . 7-i. -,J-+ ,.;

U. Time (ee) 2.

ligure -9 0 Response for ? Tracking

J. X

r+

I I

,1 I
+jj 59 - .21-15-+ I ..- U +

3 2 1 i i

I .: I
A +I. -3.2,19":l-5- ,I ... .;,

e -3• J 5' '- I ...,, .

-4.421.- 4. A ,,

-S. uu7i.-I ,-+ .,.,( .I.\.xh, 4-

S- .5),: I xi. ..I - - I - -I . .. x - - -[ - .z - - - 1 - - - -

•U. Time (see)

Figure 1-10 / Respo e for r Tracking
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I I/

; I .Xf.

S5, 105.-1P-+ x xx
,* • X A X .,,

" 3.9aL:-1 -+ .X . +!I I I_

, 2.724,:-15-+ X A A +
i 1.J3 I i .

4D IA A .\.i, i

; -.3.4 2,,-I G,-+ . ,'

t+

X +-F. rJ J.s-1-1 r-+ ;,o..se fk +
I A . . i

-3-. -+i +

I X

Time (see)

Fiure 3-12 r epone for Trackins

S-i. 21_.-lj-+ .A +

S-.J.. ;jj- - .. +

-7. 724,,-15-* .;,+
&., I

-7. 7Z,.L-.LJ-+ '. +

1 11

laxI

! ]rFigure 3-12 heepons. for r Tracking
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I A

I . j.l A11 -.-4.!+

+

o .X

m+

5, X

I. X

. gue-O1-+ Mr +u
I .'1i

i .i.. +

-.12, k.- . . ","

I . , I

I,* . 1. i

K, - 1 IA .'£

*-. JTj -+. +

S.' I ,,i

-.. 1. -+.
IIS-.bSU -+ +

-. 7J5 -I ...---...----- I-- .[... I--r-- . 1--I

u.Time (set) j .,,

Figure 1-14 ' Hr Input for u Tr'acking
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+I

A I

.U57 -+ +

3.7 +-*\ +

: • ,257 - +

I LA.'.,37 -+ +

•.)J7 -4. ,

e: .3JI -4 +

TI

:.257 -4* X 1

SI ,'3, I

U. ~Time (Gee) .

Figure 3-15 Input for u TrackingRL

T

I+

,,. 57J -2-+ +

S2. J(;oLi-J.-+ +
'S +

+

I . i
4. u22, ;u;J-+ ( +

i i .a .

I I ..
'4. • 33,.-',.,3--'.' +

,'F. Time (Sec)

Figure B-16 a Input for u Tracking
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-+ +

12 +.4 - " +
S-2.21 -4 *X +

* L X .1
S- . 12 -+ +

L31 X

...- *, -+. +

+

...-74 .-.4- +

.1y

I I

4io. Tim (see) j. v:

figure B-17 ifIinput for u Tracking

. +11
-% I

* .531 -+ +

- .) -4- ,.
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ILI

I X

6- I--j-+ AA +* 1 "1
t0

'S X

,. Time (sac) .

Figure 3-19 Response for u Tracking

¥+

+

.47,; - . +

i I X i

,3, ,-, -+ ,': +

+

.bj~h--+ XX+

.ij7 -"+

k I

U. Time (see)

Figure e-20 u Trackin g Rsponse
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£. +

2.227L-0)5-+ +

1+ . +
1 .L

1. .,,';-.J-+ . * +
I .' I

+

I ,I

I A' I

+

Time (sec) 1.')J

Figure 1-21 0 Response for u Tracking

1. '. J I ----- - - -------- ... +...4----+ --- ---...------ ...--.. -

I -J ie .:-I-" . . +

7..1. -+ +

+
b "

I <

. Time (Dec)

Figure B-22 Response for u Tracking
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2.- . - I- - - - - - e - -4-- -+ - + -- -+- - -

I .. A, I

UI ; .. '.A I
+

-, 7.7 - L. ., . £

* -,'.27,:.-17-+ ,AA

M -1.2,'t-l3-+ ( ,-,,

I. i .,. I
:-I. 7&x..-lu--+ X , +

o 0 I

+

i .z,. I

u. Time (sec)

Figure B-23 r Response for u Tracking

+

I ,, ,1. .I

1.27 .- I,,-+ .. ,
S . ,, i

* i.I7,:j-- " *., +

* ,.. I

7.2..'-1 7-,. +

I ~ I

- •.7 x:.-I.J-+ + .:. . .X
I >, .-. . .5" ".

-I. . -o ---- I ----- I .... l----I ----

J. Time (see)

Figure B-24 0 Response for u Tracking
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I. ... .. .. . .. . .. ... . .. . . .

0Tracking

.1

i4

-. v- ,-



o3o

1.7i. - , +

.'•V.A) -4 :<.. , +

, -. 3.j -+ A.A+

-1. 47 -+ 4-

-+ *4+

'II

S-3. u2 -+ .,£, *

+ .+
I t, I

7. 9_ 77 -- - --+

+

j; . I'.
&-7.."2 --- I... --4... ..3--l- - .. l---- ...-

I9L

I+

Time (sec) 1. ,.

Figure B-25 i r  Input for 0 Tracking

1

S.1 43 -i* .. L, +

F:I .- .,i
..l"-- 'L.. +

I z . r
$ .4,....-...-+, 4-

I >LLi

2. ,-7I'-J2-t .,. +

4. 1
.- 4 • ,1 , -J -+ .\ ,., +

I .- I'

I ,--'- I
-. jj,-,sZ-+ ...... +

:,. Time (sec) 1)

Figure 3-26 ( Input for 0 Tracking
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-. ",.'C ,, +

4 . 4 7 - + i4,, w ; *

T ' .. AJ, I

* -. i1 -- 4 .- +'

+

•I. 11 ;A

4 *.- -i

U 17

'"-4 - . 7., -+ ,.*

PA +~

* T sT

Tim.). (s,
LL

Figure 5-27 Input for 0 Tracking

rr

2 573 -.

47 .. . ,,+

rT '"',

. .j 4 ..--. 1

-. .5,-A.,;A

-. 375 -t.L ',

.Time (sc)

Figure B-28 sinput for 0 Tracking
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41. 5

32.4

+

v 42 -+ ... A"
-14.1 I

-31.7 -+ +

: ,). Tise (sac) .

Figure s-29 $ Input for 9 Tracking

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I +-- +---+---+ --- +---+ . +- ----------- +....---I +

I 7 - "S"+

-s. 7, -4. .A .,S +

X T: +"

-1.6 -- ,,, +

-3.12 - ,

-4.5 .

)• ,. Time (see) 1.,'

Figure 5-30 Sf Input for S Tracking
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1 7j

S334 -+ <I..,.... 4

I .i .1

I ~. .. ,,

-1. -+

- J .- 17 -+ ---

-.173 -+

-1.74

7; .13. ...-

.U Tim (sec) .,

i 'a

Figure 1-31 a lespon"e for Tracking

tI

I o ",. 1
- 5 -1- - +

3 -.*U7 "'," ,A --

4.1 ,. IS-i. ui -+ ,. +
0. ',I

-. 122

MENNE - ,~~~~~-1.•37 -i 1. . -- - . .i. . .. .I --- . . - - I. .

. Tie(e+ .:

Figure 1-32 a Reupoume for B Tracking
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I+1.Y:) -4. ,L,.

.7*;

I 4""

+ +

... I.I-4 .' .., +
.3

figure 3-33 0 Tracking Rtesponse

---------- --------- +

i I .,.

.,. .- 12-+- . 4,

'I.I

1+

Time (sec)
Fiure -33 epns o 0 Tracking Rsos

12

, , o
!. 69j~:1~,.,-A

K. +>.:
i -b. : '1 ' - '+',' .

1 X.h,,, ''~ I

- • -- I # \ •.,A. ±

.,. Time (se ) i..

1lur -. 4 8j Response for 0 Tracking
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1 .': .A 
I2.477'-L,-+ 

+
i .A 

I

+

-I2.2 3-15-+ 
4-i

S-2.4'..-I s- +  K. 
+

5 -i.,,i 
..',

AA.A +

±+

Time (sec)

1. Figure 3-35 r Response for S Tracking

| • ,.1," 2 -I -- - - ----- .. .+. . . .. .I - - -- - - - - - -- - ------ . . ---- +

+

-- 
.7.,7

: •~ 2. J32L.-L-+.,

F~gureTime (see)
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1-36 
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-. 431 +. :'S-. 14" -4--+-.---.,-"£ 5+

TT

7-.
*-..AT -e. .. ,, +

aJ -,7 3 -.4. ., 4.

FigureI .-37 Iu f
ji

*.,) • +

-1.I l -i ... 1-..-- ...- l-I-..... -J--i... i...- l

)+

Time (sec) 1. '

Figure 8-37 Input for ,d Tracking

e .'.126
• ,A.,;,' - . ,,;,..

21. I +,-I ,

7 o., -. \" ,. ',.,,

; L ..... L

* b b. -

,. , -+ ,. ,*,

,... Time sc ±,)

Fiur -3 Ipu or rc+n

£ .,-.'-.26

1! 41
'"4 L ~

. . ..: ... . .. . . . . . .. . .. . ,. I- +. I i '. . . . i l I I I..



-1. U z)

r

4.w
.1 1

-. i 7. w

-14.3 -t +-

. Tim (see) I.J I

-I,.., -+ .. , +

Fiur B-3 S AnptfoXrakn

1 J. -J -+ , ,.

7±

37 +

.Time (se)

Fiure B-40 S Input for /d Tracking

-L.',7 -127

L'L.

I
r -" .-... - ..

u. -T .e.,.ec) ,... +

-- .- -'; -+ I - - - - - - -- + , +, L,.,

.I ,.,, .

,- - -. , I

-. 'I * - I . . +. . . . - . . i . . - - - . .I . . - - -

,*{ ,.e (Ie. I.'4,

Figure B-40 a Input for,/ Tracking
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I X T

ILI

- , 'L~il - . -,,,. " ,L +

U ...

4-1, 2.-IJ-+- .', +

SI . .4 1

m 1

-. A .... . , ..

1 ,'," : +. ,

-1...,-,..-i J-

- ., . I ,) 1. . '..I. . . .I1. . .1. . . . - - - i.

d. Time (sec)

Figure B-41 j* Input for 4 Tracking

J .- 1 .2 8.

U@ ." .k .. - I . '. .. .

* @ L 1.. .j =- .' ., +

.5-. i. ..- ' - .. ,. , . "1

U -I.A]/, ... -+ A

". . Tie (s I1 '

1.28

I .-. . .. .,

IIII I 'I



S5. 35d -15-+ f-Tr

I ,.. v I

4' . 4,1 -1--+ + L,

I AAA/, I

4.

.3 o 7,.-15-+

L +-2 •

2.'23i .-ITim* (sc) .

SFigure B-44 u Resopone for Tractin

0 . ,.1 - .9

8 .[ , " , ,..i

7I. ,- J-.-+" A.' +

I " !(' I

I

-. 5.41' -. 5-+

i

... Ti.me (s-c) -q-, +

FfueB-4ure Ie o Taxn
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I . .
2. ....... ~
2.4,7t'-14-+ ,, . , +

1. 4 -1,.i2. '..,-A-X L.,. +

1. 17, )i,;-.4-+ :

4 i2II . .
,I

} 7,.-I.ti-+ ." -C",

7. I - --- ------ ------ -- r

Tim (v )

Figure 3-u5 0 Reaponce for j Tracking

I .. ,-,.130

1.7j). .- . , -

U .- 5'.J - ,, 1
I *; .J*- ,.- I

":1 3. J L- .L ,..;. +

4.,, i
=. 2. 7x9-0J-+ ,.. .1-

o 2.C~- J-+ .. 1-

~.,. .-., - '" +

L.Time (i"-i i. );

Figure 3-46 / Tracking Response
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AI I

X. AA~-..--.. -r

- :. -,: 1

Q +

1+

5. b JJ_-- *-. ,b

j. ~Time (sec) .:

Figure B-47 r Response for .Tracking

:j. i j3 ;-j3-t --- ------ -- - - - --- - -- -- -- - --. .F. .. -- - +

+

-2.. 5 :-,'+'[
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-* 0 ,- I -+. .
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I+

-C.LL 1-O2-* AAq

-7. 3-4-,| '-.- L- X,'. ,+
IT

+

g' -- . 5.)L,.-0, -+ ,xxx>,

I ,A . ' I

-. I +I.D ,

i B-49 I f r c

-. .) -+

'II

-. .7 -+ ,',, +

t

i. Ime (see) 1. ,

Figure B-49 r Input for r Tracking

13...
i 1

.. -.-+ . '. i

66 ,....., i

I.7O -. + .%. .b.I.

/,. ':.A, I

I . . . .I. . - - - . .l - I - - - l - - .. . - - - I

.,. Time (gec) ..

Figure 3-50 iH Input for r Tracking
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- --------

+

fiur 35 Inu oIvTakn

3 .-.1..; -+ : :.,x +

r £

0 441

-r134

J. ;.,,±K
-I , J.. , . '

- ..h -. .,,@.

-. 'UI -+ "A , ' *

-2.J"s -+ X. °..' +

-2.3}. -+ 
. -..

So. Tie (sec)1.L

I Fig~ure 3-51 %H ]Input for r Tracki~ng

- . ,!, ; -- i ,, -

-. J:,-: -.+ A... . +

* -. 3 K): -+ .. *.,.: +

_. '. , -+ , +

g~ J .j , - .. . ... +

, .J..3 - + *. ., +.

II 
.'.,..[

'.- o, .. 1 .. -- .. I .. I .. i:.. IIiiY... l ..-- I x
,.Time (uec) I. ,;..<.

Figure 8-2 a Inu: rTracking
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+l
I X I

-4.. . .. -l-i4-+ +

A . I1.. '':I -+
I . I

l I' +

-i•O ,. I A . 1

-1 .". . .,1

o. Time (eec)

Figure 3-53 f Input for r Tracking
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'* l .. A +

.....'., I
A.. ....<,-* .

14 1'l*L-.- ,* , -..
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.. * I.. I
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. .-

•. 2 7f..-14j-+ . CjN +

+

S,., 4..iu. '-Ll,- 4_.

-7 7 . 31 -i -- ------

U Time (SeciI £ .t

T1 T
;. I3......2

7.1

.L-.2oJoi7- ... i..... +--I. . .. . .I. . . .l. . ---

u. Time (sec) .

Figure 3-56 u Response for r Tracking
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I I7. 1 .
: 2 jD.j .-. ,J-,+ .', 4. :.

. i 77u,,A +

, . - -, +
6 ;.i i

I ...." I

o. Time (see) 1)

fgure B-0 0 Response+
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A.i " £.
i 2.J,,5.-J.-+ "-.

( .. J ) , -J, -4 . ,.,,
S. '

7:. 17 - ,- L

*0I X ",, I
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A . ,
-7. IJL.-J i- ; +

-7. 1 O-J,1-+ +

+

--. 5..- *,. r

-1. 1Ak -OJ-+- +i ..: I&j
- 1 1 2 1-3 --. -,-* +

+

(j. Time (ee)

-Iure 3-61 Input for Tracking

Z i7..-~.2-+------------ - --------- -

'J -1 .1- a;-J-+ .... " 2E +

-5. ;'1 :,,j-+ .,,'
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ire B-62 Input for Trckng
:11' I0.

* .. ,,..-

I ,A I
'a 5 3,1..i2-+ .,+

.j :,, 1

. 1

.7". , - ' a. ., +

4.4J. : ),-1 .. ! ... [ ... I . .. i-----I--. . . - - - - I - -

.Tum (see) I. .,.

Figure 5-62 R Input for * Traikng
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1311~JU2-+ x +

-.* i2tE-'j.-+A 1-

+

S.

- 176 4~o -. --.-- -------+-- --.- --.- ..4- -+ .

-0. m.--2-+ :s+

" -. 13W j-J3.2-+ +

om ~ -$.3h2L-J2-+ 4

1 141

.. -a.4 .bJ -02-+ i,+

SI I'

0. Time (sec) I..

SFigure 1-63 5 H Input for 0 Trackiug

kr

. 7 ,: - .- . . .-.. . - .. .+ . .. t. .. - . ..+ .. . ,- -- -+ . ..+ --

* 4 .' .-\

-4."a.l .-',-+. ,. .*., +

I i ... 4

-I. 5bI'J, - -- T - -3-+1 j j j

.J. Time (sc) I..

Figure B-64 '68 Input for 0 Tracking
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+
...J ,--I -+. +

S .4.. ; I,, . . .+

-- - - - -, - - -

i..:- - .. . ...--

Time (sac)

Figure 3-65 Ca Input for *Tracking

7. -- .- .--- -- --- -- -- --- - - - - --------- -- -+
i+

-1 7.

i. . .L I *"

I

.Tim (ac) .

*Figure B-66 S Input for Tracking
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" . +

2. *.l.-1 -+--- ,--1 - :--i -+

i. II .- i ,Ti.me " e-

igure 3-6,Inpu for*.racin
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+ +

I ....

. .- -- -- ----- --. , .. -- -- -- -

- 1.•1 .X...-i/-i- .,,..,
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a I
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0 J. !..j. L r- -+:. I

)., ' : -+ .L .' +

--. --- --. -- -, -. . -,' - ------ - -

7..

Time (sec) . -'

Figure B-67 u Response for 0 Tracking
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u. -' 71 ;-i 7- - .

3. 767:-17-+ : +
II +. .;.

4..I i:-17-+ +
*" _.4 7,u7-17-+ ::+

I I

J. -,7i.-17e (see)

' .. lb)L-17-+ ".,,+

+
,I,,,II .. ,

Time (see) .

Figure B-70 0 Response for 0 Tracking
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Figure 1-71 r Response for * Tracking
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No Rudder Responses



X. A +
-,,. J -+ .%."

-v.47 -+SI .%..Z' I

-% ~ +- V..31 -+ '-'
* . " .¢1 I

74 - .& *
+

-7. 4,. -.
T . , T"

-7.1I) -+ . .L +

-,4Q .- \.1

-7.s'-V ... ~ . . .. . l-- - .. . - - . ..!- - l- i.

Time (see) 1.'))

Figure B-73 IL input for Tracking without a Rudder

7.6 , - ,-

LL

7.- ,

71 +

I . 71 -i . ' *1+

* I' -- -

1 ,, :i J -I .. . X. . -XA . .l. . .i. .. . .I. ... .. - I

Time (sec) .V

Figure B-74 Hr Input for r Tracking without a Rudder
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-.-.

I .

e+

+-. . - ,At . +
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go 1 .-..
! -. 2.j ,'-",,.

.s*....j -r4 .'. ,

A. .\,.,.A.I +

-.. JT'j t. *.

S U. Time (ee)

Figure 3-75 sa Input for 2 Tracking without a Rudder

J -------- -
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Ij ; - ... ..

[+
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148-

'I .°-7
v .,t.,, -+ .' "-.

* 1 -T ." I-

[ . ,.. 1

I "- -,.I

I '-o-- " . . +~

,. Tiie (sec) ."

Figure B-76 Input for r Tracking without a Rudder
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-7.

-1. 0I-+0A ...

-F. ur -7 Irg

i ,, .' j
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